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 The averaged internal errors of the positions (on J2000) are about 70 to 100 mas 
for stars < 17m-18m and are 100 to 200 mas for faintest stars. Proper motions are derived 
from comparison POSS-1 and POSS-2 epoch positions. Their internal errors are about 2 
to 5 mas/y, depending on magnitude. In order to estimate external errors of the XС1 
catalogue, various external comparisons with modern catalogues were performed. The 
significant systematic errors in XC1 positions and proper motions have not been found. 
The estimated external proper motion errors for stars fainter than 15m are 3÷5 mas/yr, 
depending on magnitude. Magnitude-depended systematic errors were removed. Сolor-
depended systematic errors were not removed.  
Catalogue UCAC2 2MASS CMC14 KMAC1CU DR3 LEDA 
Number of common stars 118786 551641 355111 34869 285 4195 
Percent of the stars with 
position deviations more 
3σ  
4 % 3.5 % 3.5 % 3.5 % 1.5 % 2.5 % 
The RMS errors of 
position differences, mas 50–150 70–350 70–250 80–600 110 600 
Systematic differences in 
RA, mas 
-10..+10 
±2 
-10..+10 
±1.5 
-20..+10 
±2 
-50..+20 
±5 
+12 
±6 
-460 
±9 
Systematic differences in 
DEC, mas  
-10..+10 
±2 
-10..+10 
±1.5 
0...+40 
±2 
-20..0 
±5 
-2 
±7 
-89 
±9 
The RMS errors of 
proper motion 
differences, mas/yr 
2.5–6 – – – 3.3 4.0 
Systematic differences in 
proper motion by RA, 
mas/yr 
-1..+1 
±0.1 – – – 
-0.18 
±0.2 
+0.07 
±0.06 
Systematic differences in 
proper motion by DEC, 
mas/yr 
-1..+1 
±0.1 – – – 
-0.12 
±0.2 
+0.24 
±0.06 
The XС1 catalogue is available: http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/cgi-bin/qcat?I/302  
 
 
4.11. Absolute proper motions of 280 millions stars from 2MASS and 
USNOA2.0 data  
P. Fedorov, A. Myznikov, V. Akhmetov 
 We combined the data from 2MASS and dUSNO-A2.0 catalogues in order to derive 
absolute proper motions of about 280 millions stars fainter than 12m, covering the all sky 
excluding a narrow zone along the galactic equator. The proper motions were derived 
from 2MASS Point Sources Catalog and USNO-A2.0 positions with mean epoch 
difference about of 45 years for northern hemisphere and about of 17 years for south. The 
absolutization was done using about 1.4 million galaxies from 2MASS Extended Sources 
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Catalog. Before deriving the proper motions, the most of intrinsic to USNO-A2.0 zonal 
systematic errors were corrected. Mean formal error of absolutization is less than 1 
mas/yr. The catalog named XPM contains the ICRS positions of stars at the J2000 epoch, 
original absolute proper motions, as well as B, R, J, H, and Ks magnitudes. 
 The cross-identification, error correction, linking to extragalactic objects and 
deriving the proper motions were done for individual USNO-A2.0 fields. Each field has a 
size about of 5x5 degrees and has a constant value of epoch of observation. Because of 
very big difference of star density at different galactic latitudes, we used 2-step cross-
identification procedure with circular window of adjustable size. This algorithm cannot 
guarantee right identification for all objects, but we believe that overwhelming majority of 
objects was identified correctly. Thus, the maximal value of proper motion varies from 
about 80 mas/yr in dense fields up to 350 mas/yr in low-density fields. After the cross-
identification the 2MASS minus USNO-A2.0 coordinate differences for identified stars 
were analyzed inside each field in order to find out possible geometric distortions induced 
by both USNO-A2.0 and 2MASS systematic errors. 
 Systematic coordinate differences were approximated inside each field by a 
combination of low-power polynomial and high-frequency stepping function. Since we do 
not know which exactly part of systematic differences is introduced by real motion of the 
stars, we made corrections for coordinates of all USNO-A2.0 objects, with no distinct the 
stars and galaxies, and just reduced USNO-A2.0 into the coordinate system defined by 
2MASS stars in the particular field, getting zero mean systematic differences between 
2MASS and USNO-A2.0 stars. In order to get the reference to extragalactic objects, we 
search for 2MASS extended sources among USNO-A2.0 objects inside each field. The 
number N of identified extragalactic objects inside a field varies from a few tens at low 
galactic latitudes up to several thousands at high galactic latitudes. Because the most of 
extended sources are galaxies, the differences between their 2MASS and USNO-A2.0 
coordinates at this stage just reflect the real star motions with opposite sign (postulating 
zero proper motion for galaxies).These differences inside each field were approximated by 
a simple linear reduction model and used for reduction whole USNO-A2.0 into coordinate 
system defined by 2MASS extended sources. The root-mean-squared deviation of 
differences is about 400-450 mas, so we expect the error of absolutization to be roughly ε 
= σ / ( N TΔ ) = 0.2 … 3 mas/yr at the North, and 3 times larger at the South. The proper 
motions of stars were derived at the final stage by dividing the coordinate difference by 
epoch difference for the each star. In order to estimate external errors of the proper 
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motions derived, we identified about of 12000 quasars from DR5 and LEDA data sets 
among our stars, and analyzed their formal proper motions. As was expected, we see zero 
mean value of the formal proper motions and root-mean-squared value to be 3-8 mas/yr 
depending on magnitude. Figure 39 shows the distribution of stars from the catalogue 
XPM, which will be used for determination of kinematic characteristics of our Galaxy.  
 Today there is no a big full-sky catalogues of absolute proper motions for the faint 
stars, though there are many tasks where they are applicable. In this work we do not 
corrected the proper motions derived for the magnitude equation, but we believe that it 
should be negligible in faint magnitude range. The magnitude equation is seems to be 
considerable for stars brighter than 15m. This fact hampers the comparisons of the proper 
motions of faint stars with those from most of modern catalogues, such as UCAC-2 and 
Tycho-2. Additionally we have suspicion that measured coordinates of extended objects 
can be shifted relative to measured coordinates of stars in 2MASS and USNO-A2.0 
catalogues. This effect can be hard to detect and measure, but it can lead to problems 
with agreement of zero-points for different catalogues, referenced to extragalactic objects. 
At the moment we do detailed analysis of results obtained, as well as do the kinematics 
analysis of the catalogue.  
 
 
5. Other activities  
Teaching  
The following selected special courses were proposed for astronomy students:  
1. Dr. Fedorov P. N. Fundamental astrometry: new approaches  
2. Prof. Alexandrov Yu. V. Introduction to astronautic, Problems of modern astrophysics  
3. Dr. Gretsky A. M. New methods in astrophysics  
4. Dr. Stankevich D. G. Astronomical image processing  
5. Dr. Gretsky A. M. Infrared astronomy  
6. Dr. Zakhozhay V. A. Structure and evolution of the galaxy  
7. Prof. Shkuratov Yu. G. Optics of planetary surface  
 
Selected Co-operation  
1. Institute of Radio Astronomy of National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine: Ukrainian 
lunar satellite project (Yu. G. Shkuratov), gravitational lensing (V. N. Dudinov, 
